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Risk Ref Risk Title Risk Category Causes Effects Inherent Risk Priority 

(I x L)

Risk Control Residual Risk Priority 

(RI x RL)

Risk Appetite Forecast Post 

Actions Risk 

Priority (I x L)

Appetite 

Alignment

Risk 

Acceptance

Action Required

I = 4 L = 3

Contingency (12)

I = 4 L = 2

Contingency (8)

I = 2 L = 2

Low (4)

BL North has a clear focus on BSpa site and focus on a 

BL presence in Leeds

International Strategy drives the priorities of our 

International Purpose

Regular user surveys and engagement with DCMS and 

other stakeholders

St. Pancras Transformed projected perceived to 

support UK-wide research and economic benefits

I = 4 L = 4

Primary (16)

I = 4 L = 3

Contingency (12)

I = 3 L = 2

Low (6)

Business Case approval and budget allocation is 

embedded as part of Resource Committee approvals 

process

Clear ownership and governance of portfolios; 

programmes; and projects align to Prince2 and MSP

Comprehensive and fit for purpose people strategy. 

2021 - 2023

Corporate EPMO to ensure best practice and holistic 

view of projects and programmes

Corporate Planning process

Annual Business Plans

KPI monitoring

Effective reporting and escalation of exceptions outside 

of tolerance

Living Knowledge Vision

Staff Communications plans

Build capability in our People team to be able to 

progress with our strategic workforce planning, 

resourcing & succession planning strategies. This 

includes putting in place succession planning for all 

critical positions. 

1. upskills HR teams to support SLT with this process 

(Jan - March 2022) 

2. Identify all critical positions ( By Nov 2022) 

3. All critical positions to have succession plans in 

place (Jan 2023) 4. All of those in succession or in a 

critical role to have development plans (April 2023)

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 29 Apr 2023

Clear KPIs and MI data on our People set out through 

new HRP system - giving us a better understanding of 

our people

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 01 Nov 2023

I = 4 L = 4

Primary (16)

I = 4 L = 3

Contingency (12)

I = 3 L = 3

Low (9)

Appropriate HR capacity is in place and flexed as 

required

People Strategy 2021-2023 sets out clearly how we 

approach workforce planning, how we recruit, retain 

and develop our people with our commitment to D&I 

underpinning our actions

1. 1 Institutional relevance - there is a risk that 

the library fails to maintain its relevance 

and support as a national institution 

Risk Owner: Roly Keating

Delegated Risk Owner: Michelle Clewer

Last Updated: 01 Feb 2022

Reputation Library is perceived to…. 

•not represent our communities;

•focus on needs of a few such as social elite or 

educated audiences

•focus only on arts and history

•neglect STEM and social sciences

•not reflect tax payer opinion and needs; 

•not deliver to DCMS expectations;

•be unable to demonstrate our impact

•to be London and/or UK centric

•to be old fashioned, inefficient and ineffective

•Failure to articulate and/or communicate the 

Library's purposes

Support from Govt is eroded and GiA reduces

•Erode our reputation as an independent 

research organisation

•Reduces our soft power

•Erosion of brand and income 

•Reduces our ability to influence stakeholders 

including Govt. departments and legislation

Aligned Brand Refresh and developed web strategy (informed 

by Total Audience Review) - 'Welcome' branding 

campaigns 

Person Responsible: Harriet Darcel

To be implemented by: 31 Mar 2022

Drafting of new BL strategy document from 2023 – 

2030.

Person Responsible: Rob Field

To be implemented by: 31 Dec 2022

Consider Social and/or Economic Impact Assessment

Person Responsible: Rob Field

To be implemented by: 30 Jun 2023

BIPC Network is well articulated and achieves its KPIs 

and targets

Communication Plan supports stakeholder engagement

Total Audience View identifies user needs

Living Knowledge Network and BIPC optimises the 

Library network

Living Knowledge Purposes;

Annual Corporate Business Plan; and

Portfolios of change are clearly defined and understood

Minimal (6-10)

1. 3 Staff Capability and Diversity - there is a 

risk that the library cannot attract, recruit, 

retain and develop a diverse workforce 

with the required capabilities to deliver the 

Library’s purposes and future strategy

Risk Owner: Phil Spence

Delegated Risk Owner: Jas Rai

Last Updated: 17 Mar 2022

Stakeholders Strong market competition

•specific specialist skill sets e.g. technology  

•Boston Spa local demographics 

•Competing with strong Leeds and London 

employment opportunities

Weakness in our strategic approach to promoting 

the British Library's employer brand such as

•Inactive management of perceptions associated 

with ‘stuffy’ Libraries

•Limited awareness and knowledge of BL 

benefits package and opportunities

•BL website does not reflect the diverse 

organisation we want to be

•BL Board and key decision making groups do 

not reflect the diverse organisation we want to 

be; including recruiting managers

•No ‘talent development’ strategy in place

•Limited MI and analysis to enable effective 

prioritisation of capacity and actions

•Inflexible use of staff

•Traditional job profile and grading systems

Failure to attract staff from outside of existing 

culture sector 

Poor candidate experience

Job seekers do not consider BL attractive place 

to work

HR capacity to focus on those activities which will 

have the biggest impact is prioritised on 

legislative activities

Very long action plan which is unachievable and 

overwhelming

Roles not inspiring or appealing

Above Accepted Resources Committee will need improved data and 

information to better understand the impacts on our 

BAU work capacity and our change capacity, as we 

develop our Strategy to 2030

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 28 May 2022

Identify, develop & assess our managers & leaders 

against our values & behaviours including a revised 

Performance Management Process - encouraging 

continuous discussion about development and support 

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 15 Sep 2022

Smart Working action plan agreed and implementation 

plan needs to be developed. -

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 23 Sep 2022

Revised Staff Survey to understand People issues with 

supporting management data, reports and action plans - 

leading to the delivery of a new employee engagement 

platform.

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 30 Sep 2022

Implement and rollout new HRP to improve end to end 

people processes - enabling HR Team to be more 

effective and efficient, through improved HR policies 

and processes

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 30 Nov 2022

Appropriate HR capacity

Clear outcomes and identification of milestones for 

individual portfolios; programmes; and projects via 

organisational roadmap

Good project management including risk analysis for 

individual projects

New flexible working approach set out to cover the 

period of post pandemic until Smart Working Strategy 

is set out (circa April 2023)

Minimal (6-10)1. 2 Organisational overstretch - there is a risk 

that the library does not ‘right size’ its 

ambition and does not appropriately align 

and manage its resources and capacity to 

deliver its services and transformational 

change programmes

Risk Owner: Liz Jolly

Delegated Risk Owner: Jas Rai

Last Updated: 17 Mar 2022

Strategic Unclear definition of Living Knowledge priorities 

which supports

•Living Knowledge being perceived as too 

aspirational or broad. 

•Failure to understand audience requirements 

and define the ‘what’.

•Pressure and confusion when funding is limited 

and needs prioritising

Weakness in internal policies, procedures and/or 

controls such as

•Lack of change management capacity and/or 

capability 

•Lack of project management capacity and / or 

capability.  

•Lack of effective programme and project 

definition and implementation plans.

•Poor programme/project governance, oversight, 

and accountability 

•Suboptimal performance management. 

Weakness in people controls, policies and / or 

procedures which

•Is not flexible or dynamic enough to adapt to the 

new normal of on-going change. 

•Limits our ability to develop and retain our best 

people 

•Limits our ability to attract the right talent and 

skills due to market competition.  

•Negatively impacts staff satisfaction, 

engagement and  morale

Lack of focus on BAU and Operational 

improvement

•A loss of focus on BAU activity from Senior 

Leadership, with many focussing on new and 

different activities or funding streams rather than 

focus on improving and strengthening the 

Libraries BAU activity.

•Not enough focus on recognising those 

improving and valuing the operational side of the 

Library, improving our structures, processes and 

operating models

Missed opportunity to meet the vision of Living 

Knowledge to be the most open, creative and 

innovative organisation of its kind.  

Unable to meet objectives and deliver new 

products and services.

Tension of balancing change with business as 

usual activities leads to reactive approach to 

diverting capacity into change portfolios which 

adversely impacts business as usual.

Impact future funding, partnerships, stakeholder 

relations and reputation. Staff wellbeing 

deteriorates. 

Lack of succession planning

Unable to give staff the feeling of being valued 

for their efforts, therefore damaging staff morale.  

A low appreciation of organisational values 

leading to lower staff engagement.

Tension and competitiveness amongst senior 

leaders.

Overstretch for those who are then required to do 

the work to secure the funding.

Loss of engagement and trust where BAU is not 

valued.

Aligned Not Accepted Implement Recruitment Review actions in line with HRP 

implementation

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 22 Apr 2022

Build capability in our People team to be able to 

innovate and progress with our compensation, rewards 

& recognition strategies, including a review of our pay 

and grading structure

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 30 Sep 2022

Apprenticeship Government targets and Annual 

Gender Pay Gap (GPG) inform legal and statutory 

requirements

Living Knowledge Vision reflecting the diverse 

organisation we want to be - Everyone engaged - 

working with our communities

Staff surveys and feedback forums; Woman in 

Leadership conference attendance; Exit interviews; and 

specific workforce/network groups provide feedback 

and direction from diverse groups.

Cautious (11-15)
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We are optimising a single system for holding staff data 

enabling improved MI

Building capability in our Learning team to be able to 

create digital content, blended training programmes 

and move from traditional methods of learning to new 

and inclusive ways of learning. This will include early 

career programmes

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 15 Mar 2023

Set out a clear succession planning programme for all 

critical positions.  Developing those in critical roles or in 

succession for critical positions

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 19 Apr 2023

Flexible working approach post pandemic, leading into 

a smart working strategy for 2023.  Attracting diverse 

talent and enabling us to be a disability confident 

employer.

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 22 Jun 2023

I = 4 L = 3

Contingency (12)

I = 4 L = 2

Contingency (8)

I = 3 L = 2

Low (6)

Initial source of professional legal advice is available

Ongoing environmental scanning to manage 

challenges of repatriation

Robust controls and MI are in place through 

Commercial contracts database

Commercial Contract Management skills and capacity

Contract Management Dashboard and Reporting

Contract Management training and Communities of 

Practice

I = 4 L = 3

Contingency (12)

People - The Technology team currently have a 

shortfall in cyber security resource owing to staff 

departures. This is being managed within Operations 

with temporary cover and a longer-term strategic review 

is underway to assess the operating model including 

resources.

I = 3 L = 3

Low (9)

I = 3 L = 3

Low (9)

Process - The Technology department maintain a 

number of ITIL based processes including change and 

incident management that ensure review of changes to 

live services, and a defined approach to handling 

incidents, or major incidents to recover as quickly as 

possible. These support and underpin good security 

practice.

CIMU also have a number of processes in place 
Tools - A range of hardware and software defence, 

monitoring and alerting provision are in place. Network 

Security (inc firewalls, DDOS); Identity & Access 

management (AD); Threat protection (inc AV, Spam 

Filters, Web Content); Security Management (inc’ 

SIEM). Events are managed on a priority and criticality 

basis.

I = 4 L = 5

Primary (20)

I = 3 L = 4

Contingency (12)

First Aiders and Health & Safety training and 

awareness

1. 3 Staff Capability and Diversity - there is a 

risk that the library cannot attract, recruit, 

retain and develop a diverse workforce 

with the required capabilities to deliver the 

Library’s purposes and future strategy

Risk Owner: Phil Spence

Delegated Risk Owner: Jas Rai

Last Updated: 17 Mar 2022

Stakeholders Strong market competition

•specific specialist skill sets e.g. technology  

•Boston Spa local demographics 

•Competing with strong Leeds and London 

employment opportunities

Weakness in our strategic approach to promoting 

the British Library's employer brand such as

•Inactive management of perceptions associated 

with ‘stuffy’ Libraries

•Limited awareness and knowledge of BL 

benefits package and opportunities

•BL website does not reflect the diverse 

organisation we want to be

•BL Board and key decision making groups do 

not reflect the diverse organisation we want to 

be; including recruiting managers

•No ‘talent development’ strategy in place

•Limited MI and analysis to enable effective 

prioritisation of capacity and actions

•Inflexible use of staff

•Traditional job profile and grading systems

Failure to attract staff from outside of existing 

culture sector 

Poor candidate experience

Job seekers do not consider BL attractive place 

to work

HR capacity to focus on those activities which will 

have the biggest impact is prioritised on 

legislative activities

Very long action plan which is unachievable and 

overwhelming

Roles not inspiring or appealing

Third Party Reliance - there is a risk that 

the library is adversely impacted by its 

partner and supplier relationships

Risk Owner: Phil Spence

Delegated Risk Owner: Jayne King

Last Updated: 01 Apr 2022

Compliance - incl H&S, 

Finance Stewardship, 

Data Protection & other 

Legal or regulatory 

Frameworks

Weakness in people controls, policies and / or 

procedures which enable business owners to 

establish agreements which 

•Have unclear requirements

•Have unclear or unidentifiable third party 

deliverables  

•inadequate due diligence in place

•allow scope creep or value creep

•do not protect the BL

Too much negotiation is singularly managed 

outside of corporate teams with limited 

knowledge of associated risks for example

•suboptimal negotiation skills

•suboptimal contract management skills 

•lack of and/or inappropriate final partner 

agreements

•inappropriate relationships for development 

monies

•silo’d approach to chasing external funds

•limited corporate oversight and transparency of 

breadth of partnerships

•limited corporate impact analysis

‘force majeure’

The BL is unaware of its potential exposures for 

example

•Negative reputational impact 

•Loss of IP

•Lost or diluted future negotiating position 

•Financial loss (regulator and/or legal claim 

and/or expenses)

•BAU capacity is re-directed to support  

unplanned/unfunded third party funded activities 

•No single repository or listing

Final version of negotiated contract or agreement  

•is not clearly understood by business owners or 

Finance

•is not appropriately  monitored or managed 

thereafter

•compromises future activity or opportunities

•is not deliverable by the business 

•does not comply with policy or legislation

Aligned Not Accepted

In line with HRP implementation, Develop and make 

accessible improved MI and data - with a clear 

roadmap of policies 

Person Responsible: Claire Knott

To be implemented by: 30 Sep 2022

Early Careers Strategy to set out the pathways into the 

BL.  To attract,  recruit people from diverse background 

- supporting everyone engaged

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 31 Dec 2022

Staff surveys and feedback forums; Woman in 

Leadership conference attendance; Exit interviews; and 

specific workforce/network groups provide feedback 

and direction from diverse groups.

We undertake business specific reviews to tackle local 

issues

1. 6 Physical Security & Safety - there is a risk 

that the library’s physical collection, 

physical infrastructure and people are not 

kept secure and safe 

Risk Owner: Phil Spence

Delegated Risk Owner: Peter Brooks

Last Updated: 21 Mar 2022

Security COLLECTION

Weakness in policies, process controls and/or 

procedures such 

•goods inwards and receipting.

•Inappropriate storage space for securely 

managing items not yet catalogued, including 

donated/purchased archives

Weakness in people controls, policies and / or 

procedures which enable intentional activities 

such as theft. 

BUILDING

High profile nature of BL and potential 

terrorism/crime target

Category A Crowded Place - Physical 

geographical location close to e.g. Crick Institute, 

Eurostar, Google

Leading player/centre in global knowledge 

PEOPLE

Weakness in security measures relating to 

people eg) background checks, procedures and / 

or response. 

Inadequate training and awareness of risks and 

processes.

Unknown and mismanaged hazards, such as 

Pandemic.

Lack of safety culture across BL

Loss of and/or damage to valuable physical 

collections 

Incurs costs to repair/recover collection

Damage to and / or loss of buildings and / or 

estate 

Interruption in service provision Collection, 

building and people are exposed to malicious 

attacks from organised crime, terrorism. 

Significant injury, harm and / or loss of life 

Damage to reputation due to service disruption 

and/or user experience

Legal or Regulatory non-compliance which 

results in reputation damage and/or fines.

Loss of confidence by staff in BL management

Improved due diligence framework and processes for 

partnerships and agreements outside of procurement 

supply chain

Person Responsible: Sandra Bradbury

To be implemented by: 30 Jun 2022

Develop training content and programme for staff 

involved in negotiating and managing third party 

agreements (non-procurement contracts)

Person Responsible: Sandra Bradbury

To be implemented by: 30 Jun 2022

Provision of supplier area on BL website to contain 

guidance for suppliers on working with the Library and 

published contracts

Person Responsible: Kevin Whitaker

To be implemented by: 31 Jul 2022

1. 5 Digital security - there is a risk that the 

Library’s online and digital data and 

information is not kept secure and safe 

Risk Owner: Phil Spence

Delegated Risk Owner: Steve Lenton

Last Updated: 31 Mar 2022

Security People - Weakness in people controls, 

Ineffective resourcing; lack of training and 

awareness; poor performance management 

processes

Process - Weakness in system controls and/or 

procedures such as logging and event, 

vulnerably scanning, patch, firewall, anti-virus, 

back-up, systems recovery, change control 

management, software development   

Tools – Not knowing what assets the library has 

and uses also, the security tools needed to 

manage them. OR tools that are in place are 

used inconsistently perhaps not at all. For 

example Logging and Event Management. Anti-

virus

Inappropriate access to data leading to legal, 

regulatory or contractual non-conformance which 

results in reputation damage; fines; costs to 

repair; recover and/or may adversely affect future 

relationships and potential funding sources. For 

example, a significant Data Protection Act 2018 

breach. 

Loss of data or significant loss of service. For 

example, Servers and/or data access are 

compromised such as Denial of Service attacks.

Minimal (6-10) Aligned Implementation of the security strategy. Aligned to 

Technology Operational Risk Tec 19. 

Person Responsible: Steve Lenton

To be implemented by: 31 Mar 2023

Alignment to new Government Functional Standards for 

Digital/Technology/Security (GovS005 and GovS007) 

Person Responsible: Steve Lenton

To be implemented by: 31 Mar 2023

Business Case approval is embedded as part of 

rigorous approvals process ensuring full lifecycle costs 

and risks are understood

Routine review of known and active legal exposures 

through Audit & Risk Group

Minimal (6-10) Aligned1. 4

I = 3 L = 4

Contingency 

(12)

Above Accepted Implement approved Building Group Business Case to 

allow for added resilience in STP Security Operation

Person Responsible: Peter Brooks

To be implemented by: 30 Jun 2022

Significant improvements for B Spa storage areas will 

be included in the Boston Spa Renewed programme. 

This is intended to include newly built and refurbished 

storage areas. Measurable benefits in terms of 

environment (temperature & humidity) will be developed 

and signed off by the Boston Spa renewed Project 

Board and Head of Collection Care and Metadata 

Management. The projected end date is 2026 – but will 

be subject to change as the programme develops.

Collection Care input to maintain existing Boston Spa 

storage will continue on an annual basis:

Trained staff in Collection Care North will continue to 

monitor the environment, pests and dust of key 

buildings.

Salvage Training will continue on an annual basis

Remedial treatment of items will continue on an annual 

basis

Advice to other Boston Spa staff regarding collection 

handling and use will be provided as required. 

Collaboration between Collection Care North and 

Estates to identify and solve issues will continue.

Person Responsible: Cordelia Rogerson

To be implemented by: 30 Jun 2026

major incident activity /training / practice is undertaken 

on a regular basis

Event Risk Impact Assessments

Event Risk Impact Assessments

Minimal (6-10)
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HEALTH & SAFETY

Fire alarms and extinguishers

Defibrillators

First aid facilities

H&S qualified staff

INFRASTRUCTURE / TECHNOLOGY

High security building design

CCTV

Body scanner

Intruder systems

Access controls on rooms and systems

PLANNING

Business Continuity Plans

Crisis Management procedures. As a result of Covid-19 

Security and Safety management have advised on and 

taken taken many precautionary and  preventative 

steps to mitigate the effects on the BL.  These 

activitues continue with linkages to Silver and the Gold 

workstreams to provide consistent Security and Safety 

advice

Benchmark and partner with experts such as Met 

Police; Camden Emergency Planning Group; Health 

and Safety Executive and others

Reader Card Checking

Regular first aid training

SECURITY PROCESS

Security patrols

Locked perimeters at night

24/7 guarding provision

Bag searching

Clear Bag policy

Regular security exercise

Security Control Room expertise and processes

Short term COVID 19 Mitigation

Staff and Users are kept safe through Wellbeing policy 

and Mental Health First Aiders

STAFF

Staff passes

Staff communications plan

Staff induction

Staff sign-up to policies

Strong governance framework for Collection Risk 

Strategy and Collection Management Policy and 

procedures

I = 4 L = 4

Primary (16)

I = 3 L = 4

Contingency (12)

I = 3 L = 3

Low (9)

Clear vision, requirements for individual portfolios, 

programmes and projects are in place through LK 

Portfolios

Effective and consistent reporting and escalation of 

exceptions outside of tolerance including impact 

analysis are managed through PG

Staff Communications plans 

Living Knowledge Vision showing technology capability 

roadmap

Two stage Business Case approval (IBC and FBC) and 

budget allocation is embedded as part of Resource 

Committee approvals process

1. 6 Physical Security & Safety - there is a risk 

that the library’s physical collection, 

physical infrastructure and people are not 

kept secure and safe 

Risk Owner: Phil Spence

Delegated Risk Owner: Peter Brooks

Last Updated: 21 Mar 2022

Security COLLECTION

Weakness in policies, process controls and/or 

procedures such 

•goods inwards and receipting.

•Inappropriate storage space for securely 

managing items not yet catalogued, including 

donated/purchased archives

Weakness in people controls, policies and / or 

procedures which enable intentional activities 

such as theft. 

BUILDING

High profile nature of BL and potential 

terrorism/crime target

Category A Crowded Place - Physical 

geographical location close to e.g. Crick Institute, 

Eurostar, Google

Leading player/centre in global knowledge 

PEOPLE

Weakness in security measures relating to 

people eg) background checks, procedures and / 

or response. 

Inadequate training and awareness of risks and 

processes.

Unknown and mismanaged hazards, such as 

Pandemic.

Lack of safety culture across BL

Loss of and/or damage to valuable physical 

collections 

Incurs costs to repair/recover collection

Damage to and / or loss of buildings and / or 

estate 

Interruption in service provision Collection, 

building and people are exposed to malicious 

attacks from organised crime, terrorism. 

Significant injury, harm and / or loss of life 

Damage to reputation due to service disruption 

and/or user experience

Legal or Regulatory non-compliance which 

results in reputation damage and/or fines.

Loss of confidence by staff in BL management

Above Accepted

Significant improvements for B Spa storage areas will 

be included in the Boston Spa Renewed programme. 

This is intended to include newly built and refurbished 

storage areas. Measurable benefits in terms of 

environment (temperature & humidity) will be developed 

and signed off by the Boston Spa renewed Project 

Board and Head of Collection Care and Metadata 

Management. The projected end date is 2026 – but will 

be subject to change as the programme develops.

Collection Care input to maintain existing Boston Spa 

storage will continue on an annual basis:

Trained staff in Collection Care North will continue to 

monitor the environment, pests and dust of key 

buildings.

Salvage Training will continue on an annual basis

Remedial treatment of items will continue on an annual 

basis

Advice to other Boston Spa staff regarding collection 

handling and use will be provided as required. 

Collaboration between Collection Care North and 

Estates to identify and solve issues will continue.

Person Responsible: Cordelia Rogerson

To be implemented by: 30 Jun 2026

Security of staff managed through Recruitments 

checks, including DBS and Right to Work checks

Clear vision is required for core infrastructure which is 

scalable and responsive/flexible

Comprehensive and fit for purpose People Strategy 

includes for example recruitment & retention; diversity 

and Smart working

Ongoing activities within the Library System 

Transformation Programme are clear

Prince2, MSP and Agile methodologies are used as 

framework to deliver Technology Roadmap, ensuring 

clear supplier and customer relationships

1. 7 Technology Capability - there is a risk that 

the library’s current technology platforms 

and future strategy are not effective

Risk Owner: Liz Jolly

Delegated Risk Owner: Paul Clements

Last Updated: 31 Mar 2022

Strategic PLANNING

•Lack of a library wide strategic plan that 

identifies those services/platforms realised by 

technology solutions that need to transition in the 

next 3/5 years a transition for the next 3/5 years 

to new technology services and/or platforms.

•Lack of clarity to ensure infrastructure 

developments are sufficient to meet the scale of 

the Library ambition, for example scalable 

storage, adequate internet connection for both 

remote and between sites

•Technology Strategy is not adhered to by parts 

of the Library

•Costs of transitioning to new Technology 

Strategy are not understood and prioritised

PROCESS

•Technology projects often have to start before 

requirements and change impacts are 

understood

•Service Requirements are not fully understood 

and/or are too prescriptive about the process 

rather than the service

•Total cost of ownership of Technology 

solutions/services not fully understood, internal 

costs are ignored even within project delivery

•Business engagement with Technology is too 

late in the project/change lifecycle

•Shadow IT areas develop within the business

•Business Case process and project plans do not 

manage impacts on Technology Systems 

Register (e.g. we continue to add new 

platforms/solutions without seeking to expand 

existing platforms or closing old ones. 

PEOPLE

•Skills to support old legacy systems are not 

available (at any cost)

•Technology team skills to support new 

Technology Strategy have not been defined

•Strong market competition exists in technology 

recruitment market

        - Specific specialist skills not easily 

available

- Boston Spa local demographics limits the pool  

- BL is competing with strong Leeds and London 

employment opportunities, including work from 

home offer

PLANNING

•No agreed/transparent plan to migrate from 

legacy technology platforms; no new 

solutions/services prioritised; therefore no 

prioritisation of funding and capacity per the 

corporate business plan

•Core infrastructure does not/cannot facilitate BL 

ambitions 

•Technology solutions used far beyond their 

efficient lifecycle.

•Capacity is focussed on maintaining legacy 

systems and not available for designing and/or 

delivering new, effective solutions/services.

•Investment/capacity is directed to the wrong 

areas / activities.

PROCESS

•Projects overrun per time and budget as they 

respond to change requests/scope creep

•New services/solutions are not delivered soon 

enough so benefits diluted / costs overrun

•Internal capacity is not effectively utilised and 

exacerbates organisational overstretch (internal 

costs are not measured and understood)

•Project priorities may not be focussed in the 

right / strategic areas

•Too many single points of failure due to not 

being able to service old systems - capacity is 

focussed on remedial activity rather than being 

proactive.

•Lack of engagement with Technology means 

opportunities to influence decisions/make 

improvements to new solution/service are missed

•Proliferation of new systems add to register of 

systems to manage

•Change freeze implemented restricting or 

slowing down improvements in the underlying 

technology platform

PEOPLE

•Delays to delivery of Library aspirations because 

technology are under-staffed.

•Morale issue as new staff often come in at 

higher grade than current staff and hard for 

existing staff to move up grades.

•Increased requirements to support working from 

home.

•Slower development of the strategy/roadmap 

due to staff being focussed on managing the 

effect of COVID19 on Library working.

Technology delivery roadmap reflects end to activities; 

buy not build opportunities; agreed prioritisations; and 

BAU support (per TOM) and is used as an integral part 

of business planning

Minimal (6-10) Above Accepted Understanding the as-is infrastructure and total cost of 

ownership.

Person Responsible: Paul Clements

To be implemented by: 30 Jun 2022

Investigate the options for a new Library System 

Platform to replace Aleph and parts of MER

Person Responsible: Cordelia Rogerson

To be implemented by: 30 Jun 2022

Review of Pay and Grading Framework

Person Responsible: Jas Rai

To be implemented by: 31 Aug 2022

Define and cost Cloud On Demand services suitable for 

BL, including migration plan for core services 

Person Responsible: Steve Lenton

To be implemented by: 31 Oct 2022

Propose best solution for bandwidth expansion across 

sites, to service operational growth and improve 

customer experience

Person Responsible: Steve Lenton

To be implemented by: 31 Mar 2023

Replace the current Archives & Manuscript solution 

with a product-based solution

Person Responsible: Luisa Elena Mengoni

To be implemented by: 30 Sep 2023

Clear ownership and governance of portfolios; 

programmes; and projects align to Prince2 and MSP



APPENDIX 1 - STRATEGIC THEME RISK REGISTER AS AT END QUARTER 4 21/22

I = 4 L = 5

Primary (20)

I = 3 L = 4

Contingency (12)

Commercial Plan is detailed and achievable

Dialogue continues with DCMS along with the Head of 

Finance to confirm the profile and allocation of the 

£95m re Boston Spa Renewed – including engagement 

with the Treasury Approval Process, and preparation 

further business cases for DCMS Finance Committee

Evaluate options annually for potential alternative 

finance vehicles such as Trading Company

Fundraising Strategy and associated Living Knowledge 

Campaigns are achievable

On-going engagement with Government with a view to 

sustaining the Library's GiA

Partnership agreement with a commercial developer to 

extend the Library's St Pancras site and facilities at no 

cost to the Library, to provide a capital receipt and 

share of commercial revenue.

Routine budgetary and forecasting processes and 

management information is in place

Single source budgetary and financial data is robust 

and accessible

1. 7 Technology Capability - there is a risk that 

the library’s current technology platforms 

and future strategy are not effective

Risk Owner: Liz Jolly

Delegated Risk Owner: Paul Clements

Last Updated: 31 Mar 2022

Strategic PLANNING

•Lack of a library wide strategic plan that 

identifies those services/platforms realised by 

technology solutions that need to transition in the 

next 3/5 years a transition for the next 3/5 years 

to new technology services and/or platforms.

•Lack of clarity to ensure infrastructure 

developments are sufficient to meet the scale of 

the Library ambition, for example scalable 

storage, adequate internet connection for both 

remote and between sites

•Technology Strategy is not adhered to by parts 

of the Library

•Costs of transitioning to new Technology 

Strategy are not understood and prioritised

PROCESS

•Technology projects often have to start before 

requirements and change impacts are 

understood

•Service Requirements are not fully understood 

and/or are too prescriptive about the process 

rather than the service

•Total cost of ownership of Technology 

solutions/services not fully understood, internal 

costs are ignored even within project delivery

•Business engagement with Technology is too 

late in the project/change lifecycle

•Shadow IT areas develop within the business

•Business Case process and project plans do not 

manage impacts on Technology Systems 

Register (e.g. we continue to add new 

platforms/solutions without seeking to expand 

existing platforms or closing old ones. 

PEOPLE

•Skills to support old legacy systems are not 

available (at any cost)

•Technology team skills to support new 

Technology Strategy have not been defined

•Strong market competition exists in technology 

recruitment market

        - Specific specialist skills not easily 

available

- Boston Spa local demographics limits the pool  

- BL is competing with strong Leeds and London 

employment opportunities, including work from 

home offer

PLANNING

•No agreed/transparent plan to migrate from 

legacy technology platforms; no new 

solutions/services prioritised; therefore no 

prioritisation of funding and capacity per the 

corporate business plan

•Core infrastructure does not/cannot facilitate BL 

ambitions 

•Technology solutions used far beyond their 

efficient lifecycle.

•Capacity is focussed on maintaining legacy 

systems and not available for designing and/or 

delivering new, effective solutions/services.

•Investment/capacity is directed to the wrong 

areas / activities.

PROCESS

•Projects overrun per time and budget as they 

respond to change requests/scope creep

•New services/solutions are not delivered soon 

enough so benefits diluted / costs overrun

•Internal capacity is not effectively utilised and 

exacerbates organisational overstretch (internal 

costs are not measured and understood)

•Project priorities may not be focussed in the 

right / strategic areas

•Too many single points of failure due to not 

being able to service old systems - capacity is 

focussed on remedial activity rather than being 

proactive.

•Lack of engagement with Technology means 

opportunities to influence decisions/make 

improvements to new solution/service are missed

•Proliferation of new systems add to register of 

systems to manage

•Change freeze implemented restricting or 

slowing down improvements in the underlying 

technology platform

PEOPLE

•Delays to delivery of Library aspirations because 

technology are under-staffed.

•Morale issue as new staff often come in at 

higher grade than current staff and hard for 

existing staff to move up grades.

•Increased requirements to support working from 

home.

•Slower development of the strategy/roadmap 

due to staff being focussed on managing the 

effect of COVID19 on Library working.

Accepted High level Financial Plan for 23-30 to be presented to 

Board by 28/2/2023 - alongside 23-26 Financial 

Strategy - will demonstrate the ability to maintain longer 

term financial sustainability

Person Responsible: Jayne King

To be implemented by: 28 Feb 2023

Ability to be nimble and create and implement a 

savings plan amounting to £11m in response to the 

Covid-19 Crisis in 20/21 has demonstrated a strong 

financial management capability

Business Case approval is embedded as part of an 

approvals process seeking full lifecycle costs and risks 

assessments

Cautious (11-15) I = 3 L = 4

Contingency 

(12)

Above1. 8 Financial Sustainability - there is a risk that 

the Library cannot balance its budget and 

achieve financial sustainability in pursuit of 

delivering its strategic priorities

Risk Owner: Phil Spence

Delegated Risk Owner: Jayne King

Last Updated: 01 Apr 2022

Financial Reduction in Grant in Aid 

•per routine spending review 

•in response to Library increasing revenue from 

other sources 

Failure to identify, optimise and/or develop 

opportunities such as

•(net) income from new or existing products and 

services

•new or existing donors

•new or existing  3rd party funding relationships 

Failure to be able to adequately respond to 

events that impact the Library’s existing 

alternative funding streams that relieve Grant in 

Aid

Weakness in control, clarity and/or accountability 

such as

•Fail to understand total costs

•Fail to achieve savings targets

•Fail to achieve commercial income targets

•Fail to achieve Campaign targets

•Difficulty in balancing commercial targets with 

impacts on capacity and existing physical 

constraints such as spaces

•Lack of transparent and/or timely financial 

information and budgetary position

GiA is diverted and negatively impacts 

•Delivery of core services.

•Delivery of strategic priorities and ambitions

•Ability to attract external or 3rd party funding 

•Delivery of our statutory obligations 

•Ability to achieve DCMS KPIs and targets 

•Reputational impact if we over-promise and 

under-deliver

•Staff morale

Above Accepted


